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	Cisco Network Security Little Black Book, 9781932111651 (1932111654), Paraglyph, 2002
With this concise, problem-solving guide, networking professionals will learn how to identify network security threat implement uniform security throughout their networks, secure remote dial-in access with CiscoSecure ACS and Cisco IOS AAA features, protect Internet access on their perimeter routers with the CiscoSecure IOS firewall software, and implement secure VPNs using IPSec and Cisco Encryption Technology. Step-by-step instructions and immediate solutions will help administrators implement and update security defenses. Every configuration in this book has been completely tested and perfected with actual Cisco routers.

Thanks for buying Cisco Network Security Little Black Book, the definitive guide for security configurations on Cisco routers.

New business practices and opportunities are driving a multitude of changes in all areas of enterprise networks, and as such, enterprise security is becoming more and more prevalent as enterprises try to understand and manage the risks associated with the rapid development of business applications deployed over the enterprise network. This coupled with the exponential growth of the Internet has presented a daunting security problem to most enterprises: How does the enterprise implement and update security defenses and practices in an attempt to reduce its vulnerability to exposure from security breaches?

In this book, I will attempt to bridge the gap between the theory and practice of network security and place much of its emphasis on securing the enterprise infrastructure, but first let me emphasize that there is no such thing as absolute security. The statement that a network is secure, is more often than not, misunderstood to mean that there is no possibility of a security breach. However, as you will see throughout this book, having a secure network means that the proper security mechanisms have been put in place in an attempt to reduce most of the risks enterprise assets are exposed to. I have tried to include enough detail on the theories and protocols for reasonable comprehension so that the networking professional can make informed choices regarding security technologies. Although the focus of this book is on the Cisco product offering, the principles apply to many other environments as well.
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JavaScript, A Beginner's Guide, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Welcome to JavaScript: A Beginner’s Guide, Third Edition! Years ago, I was surfing the Web and noticed that people were publishing pages about themselves and calling them homepages. After viewing a number of these, I decided to create a homepage myself. I had no idea where to begin but, through trial and error, I figured out how to code...


		

How Not to Program in C++: 111 Broken Programs and 3 Working Ones, or Why Does 2+2=5986No Starch Press, 2003
". . . a unique book that is fun to read while still providing valuable information." -- CodeGuru.com

". . .[like] cross training with the drill sergeant of debugging. . ." -- Chris Pelsor, Flash Developer

"If you have been programming in C++ for a while, this book is and excellent...

		

Guide to Internet Job Searching 2004-2005McGraw-Hill, 2004
The essential guide to finding a job online "Simply the best thing in print on the subject of using the Internet in your job search." -Richard N. Bolles, author of What Color Is Your Parachute? This definitive guide to harnessing the Internet's powerful research capabilities has been thoroughly updated to include the latest online job...




	

AutoCAD 2006 and AutoCAD LT 2006 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
If AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT can do it, you can do it too ...
    
    Are you trying AutoCAD for the first time? Upgrading from an earlier version? Switching from another CAD software? Everything you need to know is right here. If you're new to AutoCAD, the Quick Start chapter gets you drawing right away. If you're experienced, go right to...

		

Teach Yourself TrigonometryMcGraw-Hill, 2003

	Teach Yourself Trigonometry has been substantially revised and

	rewritten to take account of modern needs and recent developments in the subject.





	It is anticipated that every reader will have access to a scientific

	calculator which has sines, cosines and tangents, and their

	inverses. It is also important that the...

		

Cloud Computing: Methods and Practical Approaches (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2013

	This book presents both state-of-the-art research developments and practical guidance on approaches, technologies and frameworks for the emerging cloud paradigm. Topics and features: presents the state of the art in cloud technologies, infrastructures, and service delivery and deployment models; discusses relevant theoretical frameworks,...
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